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MESSAGE FROM  
THE PRESIDENT 

When Intrepid was commissioned during World War II, it was a state-of-the-art technological 
achievement. Throughout its service, it was modernized so that it could remain a marvel of 
engineering—a fully operational city at sea that transported crew members all over the world 
to serve. Though this mighty ship is now berthed on the Hudson River and preserved as a 
National Historic Landmark, we at the Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum have not ceased 
moving forward, and we are proud to continue this legacy of innovation and service.

Using the latest technologies, we are engaging new audiences in new ports of call, near and 
far. We expanded our digital presence, offering extensive online resources that allow scholars, 
history buffs and inquisitive minds around the world to access our artifacts and exhibits. Our 
educators, on foot or online, brought rich programs to those who are unable to come on 
board in person—seniors at libraries and community centers, children in hospital schools, 
veterans who are homebound and individuals with physical challenges, among many others. 
Our virtual field trips invited students in classrooms from Miami to Malaysia to gaze in awe 
at the space shuttle Enterprise and marvel at the mechanics of flight. And a dazzling lineup of 
programs—strategically incorporating the arts—enticed unlikely audiences to the Museum to 
see history and technology in a new light.    

Like Intrepid’s crew, we too have gathered souvenirs, photos and stories from these new faces 
and far-flung places, and we are proud to share some of them with you in this report. But 
what we value most—always—is what we leave behind: a sense of community among veterans 
transitioning to civilian life; strengthened confidence in young women who want to write 
code or build robots; peace of mind for parents who want their children to feel supported and 
included, regardless of their abilities; and a spark of inspiration in minds that will dream and 
build a better future.  

Here on this ship, the importance of what we leave behind—its ability to shape a new 
generation's understanding of their past, present and potential—is powerfully clear. We will 
continue embracing new, better ways of leaving these lasting impressions on every person who 
walks through our doors—and those who may never—without ever losing sight of this ship’s 
history and the lessons it continues to teach us.  

We are profoundly grateful to you for making these efforts possible and propelling us forward. 
Your commitment, the innovative work of our staff and the insight of our former crew 
members has made the Museum into a center of learning that bridges the past and the future.

Susan Marenoff-Zausner 
President

of the Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum is to  
promote the awareness and understanding of  
history, science and service through its collections, 
exhibitions and programming in order to honor our 
heroes, educate the public and inspire our youth.

The Mission...
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On August 21, 2017, everyone was looking up. A full solar eclipse captivated the country— 
for the first time since 1979—and though New York City didn’t go completely dark,  
the 72 percent coverage was spectacle enough. Sky gazers looking for the perfect  
stage to witness this rare event turned to the Intrepid Museum. More than 4,200  
people gathered at the Museum, including children in the Museum’s summer camps 
and teachers enrolled in professional development workshops. Visitors took turns 
looking through a telescope fitted with a protective filter, and a Museum guide spoke 
about the myths and superstitions of eclipses. Noting the incredible public interest,  
the Museum is now looking forward—to the next solar eclipse in 2024.   

A Ship with a View
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Visitors come to the Museum to immerse themselves in history, 
science and service. But the arts have always played a crucial—if 
understated—role in promoting the awareness and understanding 
of those three subjects. Now the supporting player is joining them 
center stage. 

Departments across the Museum are committed to putting the  
A in STEAM (science, technology, engineering, arts and math) 
when they plan a new project. “It is a critical prong,” says Elaine 
Charnov, senior vice president of exhibits, education and programs. 
“We are first and foremost an educational institution, and the arts 
appeal to audiences of all ages. People live in and visit New York 
City because it is an art capital of the world. 
Offering these opportunities is a fabulous 
way to excite and interest those who might 
not traditionally connect to our content.” 

Ellen Silbermann, the Museum’s director 
of public programs, adds, “The arts provide 
a structure to experience learning. It’s 
important to engage audiences on multiple 
levels and through a variety of formats.” 
Toward that end, the ship was the setting 
for a variety of creative, cultural events and 
programs—each one evidence of how an  
artistic lens can focus the Museum’s mission. 

Setting the Scene
In 1944, as World War II raged, the U.S. 
Army commissioned an unusual project: 
Broadway-style musicals for and by the 
troops. The original revues were created by 
young talents drafted into Special Services, 
including Frank Loesser, the composer who later wrote  
Guys and Dolls, and renowned choreographer José Limón.  
The musicals were each packaged with a complete script, score  
and orchestration, scene and costume drawings and instructions 
for how to bring the show to life. These morale-boosting  
Blueprint Specials, as they came to be known, even included 
proper rehearsal tips so that they could be easily produced and 
performed by soldiers in the field.  

While several were created, only two were ever performed in  
Europe. More than 70 years later, for the first time since the war 
and for the first time for the public, they were staged again—on 

the hangar deck of Intrepid. All six performances by acclaimed 
theater company Waterwell sold out. “‘Blueprint Specials’ is one 
of the more eye-catching entries [of the Public Theater’s Under the 
Radar Festival],” wrote Michael Schulman in a full-page preview 
in the New Yorker. The show was twice-featured in the New York 
Times as well, including a review by Charles Isherwood.  
 
Broadway vets Laura Osnes and Will Swenson headlined the show, 
which was a compilation of highlights from four of the originals. 
The full cast included not only other professional actors, but also 
current and former members of the military. Because rehearsals took 
place during the day, visitors to the Museum could see the pieces 

take shape. There were two special  
afternoon performances—one for vets  
and their families and another for local  
students. Each performance was followed 
by a discussion with a few cast members 
and special guests. “It was a fantastic 
experience,” said Silbermann. “While some 
of the lyrics and antics were dated, the 
relationships and struggles were timeless.” 

Stepping into the Past
Blueprint Specials wasn’t the only act at the 
Museum. Last summer, a group of teens 
and tweens from Manhattan’s Professional 
Performing Arts School transformed  
themselves into Vietnam War–era Intrepid 
crew members. The students, participants 
in the pilot program Crossing the Line, 
wrote a script based on their own research 
and performed it in the Museum’s theater, 
taking their motivational cues from their 

research packets and oral histories of former crew members. The 
initiative, designed to give students experience with primary-source 
research and writing while deepening their understanding of history, 
has been funded by a three-year grant of $100,000 from the National 
Endowment for the Humanities, with matching support from the 
Secunda Family Foundation Inc., Silverstein Properties and the 
Michael Tuch Foundation.

The grant will support similar efforts for up to 10 more groups of  
students, including  students of Grand Street Settlement at Juan  
Morel Campos Secondary School, and the Variety Boys and Girls 
Club in Long Island City. In the next iteration, students will  

Full Steam Ahead
A FOCUS ON THE ARTS ENHANCES THE MUSEUM'S STEM-CENTRIC MISSION

 This is a  
fabulous way  

to interest those  
who might not  

traditionally  
connect to our  

content.

“

”
—Elaine Charnov, SVP of Exhibits,  

Education & Programs
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(LEFT) Blueprint Specials performance starring Laura 
Osnes. (RIGHT) Guests at Battle of the Big Bands.
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spend 10 weeks with educators from the Museum’s community 
engagement team, as well as Museum curators and teaching artists, 
to hone their writing and acting skills before performing on board 
Intrepid and at their home base, for families and friends who can’t 
get to the Museum. 

The program is an offshoot of the Museum’s own Crossing the 
Line Players, an in-house theater group composed of members of 
the education team. The Crossing the Line Players developed its 
first performance piece in 2015. Astronauts Behaving Badly draws 
from transcripts, news articles and congressional records. Characters 
include astronauts Scott Carpenter, Gus Grissom and John Young. 
Intrepid plays a major role in the play too, as the recovery vessel for 
their missions. The work continues to be performed for members, 
local community and senior centers, settlement houses, transitional 
homes, low-income housing sites and children awaiting foster  
placement. During performances, kids are invited to step into 
the roles of flight controllers (to help search for an astronaut not 
responding to calls), members of Congress (to deride the boisterous 
behavior of those first astronauts) and even Walter Cronkite (to 
report on the earliest missions). 

Putting on the Ritz
On the first Saturday night of Fleet Week, a re-creation of another 
type took over the hangar deck. More than 1,300 ticket buyers, 
looking as though they’d played parts in Blueprint Specials, twirled 
to the tunes of the swing era at the Battle of the Big Bands, one 

of the Museum’s largest events. Dressed as World War II nurses, 
sailors, cigarette girls and dapper gents of the time, they brought 
to life another era of the ship’s history. Between bouts of swing 
dancing, guests viewed exhibits and snapped selfies in front of  
the aircraft.

Taking Flight
Visitors to the exhibition Drones: Is the Sky the Limit? glided into 
a fireworks display, a cloud formation and the interiors of ancient 
ruins, soared above highways and oceans, and hovered alongside 
tightrope walkers and skydivers. The Exhibits Department  
partnered with AirVūz, the world’s leading drone video and  
photography-sharing platform, to create the Drone Arts Theater, 
six minutes of footage from nearly 40 drone pilots across the globe. 
“People would sit through it twice—you could hear them ooh and 
aah,” said curator of aviation Eric Boehm, who selected the clips 
and music that AirVūz edited into a stirring compilation. It played 
in a cozy immersive theater constructed for the exhibition.

Touching History
Last year, art and design stations were added to the Exploreum—
where kids get hands-on with history, step into a model submarine, 
steer the helm, chat on talk tubes or try out Morse code. With the 
new additions, children now design their own squadron art—the 
images that decorate a plane’s nose and tail. They also create signal 
flags, which are flown to convey messages like “Caution: Diver 
down” or “Help: We’re on fire!” 
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Moon Shot performance during the Space &  Science Festival.

The students—some from Medellin,  
Colombia, and others from Brooklyn— 
had just walked across the Williamsburg 
Bridge when they broke into an impassioned 
discussion about gentrification. “Teens from 
two continents were connecting and seeing 
themselves as changemakers,” says Thomas 
Barry, senior manager of community  
engagement and family programs. “That 
moment made all the effort worthwhile.”

Gentrification was an issue they had spent 
a year dissecting. The two groups—
students at Parque Explora in Colombia 
and English language learners from 
Williamsburg’s Juan Morel Campos 
School—were brought together by 
Museums Connect, an initiative of the 
U.S. State Department that links U.S. and 
international institutions to strengthen 
cultural understanding. Students from 
different areas of the world identify 
problems in their communities and work 
together to devise solutions using science, 
technology, engineering, art and math. 
The Museum partnered with Parque 
Explora—becoming one of six teams 
chosen for the grant last year—in this 
cross-cultural exchange. 

A bimonthly video conference linked 
the kids on each continent. They learned 

about one another and explored issues 
they face—living in neighborhoods 
struggling with poverty and drug violence 
on one hand or the creep of gentrification 
on the other. At the end of the program, 
the Colombian students came to New 
York City to tour the Statue of Liberty, 
see the Broadway musical On Your Feet! 
and explore the changing neighborhood 
of Williamsburg. The Brooklyn students 
visited the Colombian consulate in Miami, 
where they learned about Colombian 
culture and discussed the housing issue 
so much on their minds. 

Both trips culminated in presentations by 
the teenagers, including a video that the 
Brooklyn students showed to the Museum 
and their city council member. Later, they 
watched their Colombian counterparts 
present over Skype at the Museum’s Space 
& Science Festival. 

The Intrepid Museum's community engagement 
programs are generously supported by The Cowles 
Charitable Trust, The Ambrose Monell Foundation, 
and Julia and Patricia Peloso-Barnes. Programs are 
supported in part by public funds from the New York 
City Department of Cultural Affairs in partnership 
with the City Council. The programs are made 
possible in part by public funds from the New York 
State Council on the Arts, with support of Governor 
Cuomo and the New York State Legislature.

Photo by Christine Butler.

A Meeting of  
Communities  
across Continents

Virtual 
Visits 

Distance learning—on virtual field trips—

is another way the Museum extends its 

reach. Using Skype in the Classroom, more 

than 3,100 students in places as distant as 

Greece, Malaysia and Brazil have learned 

about the ship’s role in the Space Race 

as the primary recovery vessel of the 

Mercury-Atlas 7 and Gemini 3 missions. In 

fact, the space science virtual field trip was 

the second-most-viewed program on Skype 

in the Classroom in 2017. 

This year, the Museum will launch another 

virtual field trip on Google Expedition. It will  

showcase seven inaccessible or rarely visited 

spaces: the pilot house on the navigation 

bridge, chart house, flag bridge, combat 

information center, mess deck, anchor chain 

room and pilot ready room. As students 

view panoramas on their Google Cardboard 

viewer, arrows will point to features with 

more in-depth content, including historical 

images and ambient sounds. The teacher’s 

version will include additional text as well as 

questions and answers geared to particular 

grades. For more on the Museum’s expanding 

digital presence, see page 26. 

 
Distance learning programs at the Museum are 
generously supported by the Northrop Grumman 
Corporation.

Students from Medellin and  
Brooklyn together in NYC.

Students at Trombly Elementary School in Grosse Point Park, 
Michigan, tune in to a virtual field trip exploring the Museum.
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Marching to a New Tune
During Intrepid’s years of service, the USO regularly sent groups 
to entertain the crew. Today, that tradition lives on through 
visiting performers—some from as far away as Great Britain and 
China—who dance, sing or play music on the flight deck or 
pier. While exploring the ship, visitors come across middle and 
high school bands, choirs, orchestras, dance troupes and even 
semi-professional organizations. For Veterans Day in 2018, the 
Museum will produce a concert by an honor choir—made up 
of students and adults from across the country. To reinforce the 
theme of service, choir members will attend a conference on 
leadership and learn about the history of the ship. 

Thinking outside the Box
As the Museum’s annual celebration of STEM and innovation, 
the Space & Science Festival is a key opportunity to leverage  
the arts. Theater Unspeakable, a Chicago-based troupe known  
for bringing big stories to tiny stages, performed Moon Shot 
in the Space Shuttle Pavilion. Seven actors squeezed onto a 
21-square-foot platform—nearly the size of the replica Mercury 

capsule on the hangar deck—to tell the story of the Space Race. 
The audience of school-age children and their parents watched 
the actors turn into planes and rockets as well as key figures  
like John Glenn, Valentina Tereshkova and President John F. 
Kennedy. The performance, which told the story of the Apollo  
11 lunar landing, also hit on issues like women’s rights and the 
Cold War. 

After seeing Moon Shot with her daughter, one mom posted 
on Instagram: “Exploration isn't just about science, technology, 
engineering, and math. It's about the arts and humanities too. It's 
about expressing and connecting and leading... If you don't think 
your kiddo is into #Space, then reconsider and give it a whirl!” 
The Museum’s sentiments exactly. 

 

Crossing the Line is generously funded by the National Endowment for the 
Humanities, Secunda Family Foundation Inc., Silverstein Properties and 
the Michael Tuch Foundation. Moon Shot was supported in part by public 
funds from the New York State Council on the Arts, with the support of 
Governor Cuomo and the New York State Legislature.
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After completing the intensive, alumnae are invited to monthly 
GOALS Forums, where they hear talks on STEM topics. The 
largest forum of the year is Girls in Science and Engineering Day, 
which is held in March, to coincide with Women’s History Month. 
In 2017, the free event drew more than 2,500 people, including 
GOALS alumnae, their families and interested teens. Working with 
the New York City Department of Education and parent coordinators 
at nearby schools, the Museum invited girls from across the city to 
attend and share their STEM projects. Carmen Fariña, then the 
New York City schools chancellor, and Yolanda Torres, executive  
superintendent, attended to help celebrate STEM education for 
girls. Visitors saw presentations like Briana’s, participated in small-
group activities and watched demonstrations, all designed to inspire 
a new generation of women to join the STEM workforce. 

Alongside GOALS, the Museum offers the Youth Leadership  
Institute (YLI), a 10-month leadership and college readiness  
program for high school juniors of all genders. The program aims  
to engage students from underserved communities: 30 percent of 
the participants were born in another country, 44 percent do not 
speak English as the primary language at home, and 70 percent 
come from low-income families. Students do community service 
projects, give demonstrations to Museum visitors, explore the  
qualities of a good leader, and visit colleges and universities. For 
many students, YLI is their first hands-on leadership experience— 
a formative one that builds their confidence and strengthens  
their voices.   

Students who complete YLI or GOALS are invited to apply for paid 
internships at the Museum. GOALS interns have conducted STEM 
research, developed engaging STEM-based activities for visitors, 
proposed an online platform for the Museum’s teen programs and 
worked with Museum professionals in relevant fields. YLI interns 
have developed and delivered talks on history and STEM subjects 

and become ambassadors for the program. Interns at the Museum 
do all of this before they have finished high school.  

After finishing an internship, students can apply to become junior 
educators, a paid position in the Education Department that readies 
them to pursue a museum career. Junior educators also serve on an 
advisory committee that informs Museum programs and content for 
teens, college students and young professionals. Thanks to support 
from the Pinkerton Foundation, plans are in the works to expand 
the program to offer first-rung, full-time jobs in other departments, 
including human resources, exhibits and accounting. “If we want 
kids to persist in STEM or diversify museum fields, we have to 
ensure they don’t lose interest or momentum as they work to save 
for college or contribute to their family,” says Kennedy. 

Less formally, the Museum continues to host teens and college 
students at targeted after-hours events. On these nights, the 
flight deck fills with students there to enjoy live music,  
planetarium shows, photo booths, science demos, dancing and 
raffles. STEM-centric activities and explorations dot the ship. 
The Museum also participates in teen nights throughout the city, 
sending participants in its teen programs to events like “Teens 
Take the Met!” at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Through 
events like these and long-term, progressive opportunities, the 
Museum is sending a message: the city’s institutions are eager to 
welcome them—today as visitors and program participants and 
tomorrow as colleagues and leaders.

GOALS (Greater Opportunities Advancing Leadership and Science) 
for Girls is generously supported by Arconic Foundation, BNY Mellon, 
Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Motorola Solutions 
Foundation, Craig Newmark Philanthropic Fund, The Pinkerton 
Foundation and The Velaj Foundation. The Youth Leadership Institute is 
generously supported by the ADP Foundation, Cathay Bank Foundation, 
and The Pinkerton Foundation.

Cultivating Tomorrow's Innovators
PROGRESSIVE PROGRAMS ENGAGE STUDENTS WHO ARE  

UNDERREPRESENTED IN STEM FIELDS—AND VITAL TO INNOVATION

Briana, a senior at Talent Unlimited High School in Manhattan, 
had identified a problem with toys for children—none of them 
represented individuals with disabilities. The Museum’s Girls in 
Science and Engineering Day gave her a platform to raise 
awareness of the issue and share her solution. Last March, Briana 
presented “American Girl Doll Wheelchair: A Robotics Approach” 
to several thousand visitors and demonstrated the remote-
controlled equipment she designed. 

Briana was one of 19 girls who contributed a project at the annual 
event, which is just one part of the Museum’s ongoing initiative 
to promote gender, racial and economic diversity in STEM fields. 
Workplace experts maintain that innovation is fueled by 
differing perspectives, yet women make up less than 25 percent 
of the STEM labor force, and black men make up only 3 percent. 
The Museum is determined to change such statistics. 

Fifty girls in ninth and tenth grade are currently enrolled in Greater 
Opportunities Advancing Leadership and Science (GOALS) for 
Girls, a program now ten years running at the Museum. The 

cornerstone of GOALS is a six-week, no-fee summer intensive that 
engages girls in collaborative experiments and engineering projects 
and takes them to visit other science institutions. They are also 
mentored by women working in STEM fields. On Professional 
Fridays, girls network with professionals and older peers like Melody 
Wallace, a GOALS alum studying computer science. 

As the program has evolved, so have the excursions. In 2017, 
Columbia University’s astrophysics lab was on the itinerary, as was 
an overnight trip to Yale, which included a private tour with stops 
at the engineering and science labs. (This was the second year that 
GOALS made college trips. In 2016, girls visited the University 
of Pennsylvania and Bryn Mawr College—visits underwritten by 
the Velaj Foundation.) “A lot of our kids don’t think about going 
to Ivy League schools because they seem too expensive. What they 
don’t realize is that scholarships can make those places less  
expensive than a state school,” says Lynda Kennedy, the Museum’s 
vice president of education and evaluation. “Encouraging these 
girls to consider opportunities they might not otherwise is an 
important part of the program.”  

Photos by Erika Kapin.

(LEFT) Executive Superintendent Yolanda Torres with girls chosen from all five boroughs to present projects at the Museum. (BELOW) (L) Girls learn about buoyancy in an 
interactive display at Girls in Science and Engineering Day. (R) Ashley Bisram presents her STEM project at Girls in Science and Engineering Day.
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Rave reviews like this indicated the power and breadth of the 
groundbreaking show Drones: Is the Sky the Limit? Running 
from May to December in 2017, Drones was the first major 
exhibition about pilotless aircraft in the United States—a relevant 
and evolving subject that dovetailed perfectly with the Museum’s 
mission. 

“The Museum focuses on STEAM topics and history,” says Elaine 
Charnov, senior vice president of exhibits, education and public 
programs. “This was an amazing opportunity for us to take a 
story born out of military aviation and show how it has evolved 
into modern-day expressions that 
go far beyond military use—into 
commercial, artistic, scientific and 
humanitarian applications.”  

Set in a 6,000-square-foot temporary 
structure on the pier (also a first), 
the exhibition included a record 
number of loaned items—19 in 
total—from nonprofits, government 
organizations and industry contacts. 
As visitors followed the exhibition’s 
winding path, they encountered 
wonders at nearly every vantage 
point. Hanging from the ceiling, 
just past the entry, was an early 
model of a drone—a type used for 
target practice on Intrepid during 
World War II. 

Other show-stopping pieces along 
the way included Volantis, the flying 
dress designed by global superstar 
Lady Gaga, paired with a video of 
her soaring in it; Zipline, a pint-
sized drone that delivers medicine 
and supplies to hard-to-reach communities in Rwanda; goggles 
that offered wearers a dizzying sense of what drone racers see and 
feel; a hurricane hunter and its view into the eye of a storm; a 
prototype of Amazon’s drone, which promises to deliver packages to 
doorsteps; and a Jetsons-like creation that may one day replace cars.  
 
Bard College’s Center for the Study of the Drone provided a 
weekly roundup of drone-related news that kept the content up-

to-date. Visitors watched stunning footage, shot by drones around 
the world, in the Drone Arts Theater, a screening room created 
just for the exhibition. Reinforcing the high-tech theme, the 
Museum’s exhibit design team incorporated circuit board imagery 
and replaced traditional text panels with digital copy displayed on 
flat screens. 

The Museum’s curator of aviation, Eric Boehm, wanted visitors to 
leave with three takeaways: drone technology has a long history, 
drones have remarkable capabilities, and their presence in society 
will continually increase. 

To ensure the exhibition 
accomplished this, the Museum 
collaborated with Missy Cummings, 
a Duke University professor, early 
drone researcher and one of the 
Navy’s first female fighter pilots. 
By all accounts, the Museum 
achieved its goals. Cummings says, 
“The exhibition took away a lot of 
the mystique and envisioned well-
founded possibilities—including a 
future with flying cars.” 

In the New York Times’ first 
feature-length review of an Intrepid 
Museum exhibition, critic William 
Grimes called it a “journey worth 
taking.” Grimes succinctly described 
the exhibition’s relevance—“it 
seems as if each day’s news brings 
reports of a military drone attack, 
or developments in Amazon’s plan 
to set up a drone-delivery system 
for small packages”—and concluded 
with what could have been the 

tagline for this exhibition: “The future is now, drone-wise.” 

The exhibition reached far beyond the physical space. “Not 
everyone enjoys coming to an exhibition,” Charnov says. 
“Engagement in other arenas allows us to connect with different 
audiences.” The exhibition’s content was the jumping-off point 
for three weeklong sessions of Camp Intrepid, a five-day coding 
program and a full-day science forum for teens, which focused on 

"A wide-ranging, fascinating exhibition."
—New York Times

Photos by Svetlana Jovanovic.

(LEFT) Gyrodyne QH-50 DASH (drone anti-submarine helicopter). Loaned  
by the Gyrodyne foundation. (ABOVE) Student interacting with the exhibit.
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Photos from inside On the Line.

Photos by Svetlana Jovanovic.

The exhibition On the Line: Intrepid and the 
Vietnam War was originally scheduled for a year. 
The Museum extended it for another, and now it 
is on permanent display. 
 
The new version covers the same narrative— 
the events of the Vietnam War through the lens 
of those who served on Intrepid—and it includes 
a few new objects, including a flight suit and 
poetry written by a pilot while held captive as a 
prisoner of war. “It was such an important part 
of Intrepid’s history, and we had not dealt with 
it in great depth,” says Jessica Williams, curator 
of history and collections. “Our tour guides and 
education staff wanted to make sure that this 
story didn’t just disappear.” 

Students touring the exhibition.

drone applications and other discoveries resulting from human-
computer interactions. Three professional development programs 
gave New York State teachers a deeper understanding of how 
science and technology shape the human experience. “This was 
a fantastic opportunity,” wrote one attendee. “Humanities, ELA, 
history, geography, literacy, special education—it really opened my 
eyes to the range of drone-related lessons I can add to my school’s 
educational initiatives.”

Other programmatic highlights:

• Private tours with curator Eric Boehm for veterans and for 
students in the GOALS for Girls Summer Intensive.

• A social game created by Gigantic Mechanic, in which 
entrepreneurs pitched ideas for drone startups to teams of 
investors.

• A talk by Brett Velicovich and Christopher S. Stewart, co-
authors of Drone Warrior: An Elite Soldier’s Inside Account 
of the Hunt for America’s Most Dangerous Enemies.

• Special access to the exhibition for children and adults with 
developmental disabilities and autism, families of those in the 

military and homeschool students.

• A Family Astronomy Night with the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory’s Mimi Aung, project manager for the Mars 
helicopter drone. 

• A daily demonstration by Museum educators showing 
how drones sense and respond to the world around them. 
These demonstrations continue, even after the close of the 
exhibition. 

The exhibition and its related programs were informed by a front-
end study to determine visitors’ familiarity with drones and what 
they would want to learn about them. By all accounts, the research 
paid off: nearly 500,000 people experienced the exhibition, 
which—in yet another first—was subsequently acquired by a 
national firm that intends to take it on the road, nationally and 
internationally. 

Drones: Is the Sky the Limit? was made possible by DJI, American Institute 
of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA), and the Institute of Electrical 
and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) Foundation. The exhibition was also 
sponsored by the New York State Council on the Arts with support of 
Governor Andrew M. Cuomo and the New York State Legislature. 



Castanets from a bullfight in Spain. A Buddha belly ashtray 
from Japan. A postcard sent from Lebanon. These typical tourist 
souvenirs add up to a more profound collective memory. Such 
personal keepsakes, acquired by Intrepid crew members at far-flung 
ports, are now on view in Ports of Call, a showcase of off-duty, off-
ship life over the course of the ship’s service. 

The items featured in the 
exhibition come from more 
than 30 countries and from 
another time—when the world 
seemed bigger and international 
travel more exotic. To bolster 
this point, the Museum’s design 
team modeled a classic American 
1950s house, complete with 
white picket fence, and displayed 
the souvenirs inside. Chris 
Malanson, assistant vice president 
of exhibits, explains, “For many 
crew members, their tour was 
their first time away from home, 
their first time seeing the world. 
We were inspired by the idea that 
they brought their experiences 
back home to their moms and 
dads.” 

Visitors enter through the front 
door in a yellow-shingled façade. 
Inside, the walls are covered with 
photos of sailors visiting tourist 
sites like the Leaning Tower of 
Pisa or a Japanese pagoda. In the 
living room, a slide projector cycles through other snapshots, giving 
a fuller picture of Intrepid’s journeys. In another room, a short film 
compiled from the Museum’s trove of oral histories presents crew 
members’ recollections of visits to various destinations. Nearby, 
pieces of ephemera—a cloth patch from the 1960 Olympics in 
Rome, a nut from the tropics hanging on a string—are tucked away 

in the drawers of bureaus, along with photos and backstories on  
the owners. 

From the U.S. Navy’s perspective, each port of call visit provided a 
much-deserved break for sailors (and ship) during long, challenging 
deployments and encouraged bond-strengthening connections 
between the military and citizens around the globe. These best-laid 

plans sometimes went awry, even 
with sailors on liberty—a fact that 
the exhibition does not overlook. 
One item outlines a medical 
department plan to educate the 
troops about gonorrhea, and 
another item lists punishments 
handed out by a Vietnam 
War–era captain for drunk and 
disorderly conduct during a stop 
in Japan. 

While there is much to take in 
at the Museum, there is even 
more online, specifically about 
Intrepid’s ports of call visits 
during the Vietnam War. Made 
possible by a partnership with 
Google Arts & Culture (see page 
26), the online exhibition details 
the ship’s tours and explains why 
liberty mattered so much to men 
working 16-hour days for 30 
days in a row. Online visitors 
can see several images from the 
collection, including Hong Kong 
tourist photos and other pictures 

of crew members letting loose. It ends with an oral history video 
featuring Kenneth Steller, a hospital corpsman who served from 1971  
to 1973. Touching on a central theme of the exhibition, he says, 
“As I look back on the experience, that was one of the things I  
really valued: the opportunity to visit all these different  
countries.”

AN EXHIBITION EXPLORING THREE DECADES OF SHORE LEAVE

As I look back on the 
experience, that was one  

of the things I really valued: 
the opportunity to visit all 
these different countries.

“

”
—Kenneth Steller, USS Intrepid  
hospital corpsman, 1971–1973
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Artifacts are displayed in rooms modeled after a 1950s American house.

One of the rooms in the exhibition.

Intrepid in Hong Kong Harbor, 1966.

 

Intrepid crew member  
Garret Craig Myers  
in Singapore, 1968.
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The Museum Reaches for  
the Moon—and Beyond

FOR A WEEK IN AUGUST, GUESTS HAD AN  

OUT-OF-THIS-WORLD EXPERIENCE 
 

The annual Space & Science Festival turns the Museum into 
a bustling hub of cosmic exploration. This year, NASA had 
its strongest presence yet, and its contributions deepened the 
transformation. 

A virtual reality exhibit took visiting explorers to the International 
Space Station before sending them through the solar system. To 
experience the feeling of reentering Earth’s atmosphere, they 
took a spin in NASA’s multiaxis trainer, just like the ones at space 
camp. Other interactive displays allowed them to get hands-on 
with the latest launch systems and X-plane designs.  

Another popular destination was the red planet. NASA experts 
discussed the agency’s efforts to send humans into deep space 
during the popular panel So You Want to Go to Mars? At Family 
Astronomy Night, Mimi Aung, project manager for the Mars 
helicopter at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, explained the 
challenges of designing a helicopter drone that can fly on our 
planetary neighbor. The Kennedy Space Center sent along its 
life-size Mars rover concept vehicle, built for surviving in the 
planet’s climate and navigating its terrain.

Visitors also journeyed into the past. The Museum hosted a free 
screening of Hidden Figures, the blockbuster film that tells the 

story of the African American women whose mathematical talents 
helped fuel America’s early Space Race successes. Afterward, a 
panel of experts—including NASA historian Bert Ulrich,  NASA 
flight systems engineer Tracy Drain and Shelia Nash-Stevenson, 
one of the first African American women to get a PhD in 
physics—told the crowd of students about the opportunities 
available to them at NASA—in engineering, computer science, 
astrophysics, planetary science and more. Complementing the 
screening was a performance by Theater Unspeakable. Moon 
Shot re-created the early days of the Space Race on a platform 
about the size of one of the Mercury capsules on display on the 
ship. (For more, see page 10.)

Guests met space scientists and astronauts throughout the 
week. Shane Kimbrough shared details of his recent time on the 
International Space Station. NASA’s chief technologist Douglas 
Terrier led a professional development workshop for teachers. 
And former astronaut Mike Massimino, the Museum’s senior 
advisor for space programs, participated in a panel discussion on 
NASA’s collaboration with commercial companies like SpaceX 
and Honeybee Robotics.  

Among all the discussions, models and interactive displays about 
real-life innovations expanding our reach in the universe, the 

festival also invited visitors to explore some imagined futures—by 
turns probable or fantastic. Travel agents from the Intergalactic 
Travel Bureau created personalized vacations in space for visitors 
using real data on the planets. Itineraries included rock climbing 
on Mars and skiing on Pluto. A free outdoor screening of  

The Martian on the flight deck portrayed some challenges of life 
on Mars, grounded in realistic problem-solving. And for good 
measure, Stormtroopers and Jedi Knights from distant parts of 
the galaxy showed up in full force too. 

Space & Science Festival on Pier 86. NASA's Mars rover concept vehicle.

Hidden Figures panel discussion.
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Former Astronaut, New Missions
The world’s most inspiring innovators, entrepreneurs and companies 
gathered in Lisbon, Portugal, for Web Summit—the largest tech 
conference of the year. This incredible event drew 1,200 speakers, 
2,600 journalists and 70,000 attendees from 170 countries to share 
ideas, network and collaborate on building a better future.
 
Among them were Al Gore, Reddit CEO Steve Huffman, Microsoft 
President Brad Smith and Mike Massimino, the Museum’s senior advisor 
for space programs. Mike spoke at several events throughout the 
conference, on topics such as space in cinema and the future of space 
travel. He chatted with international media about exciting developments 
in space exploration and his work at the Museum, once again serving as 
an invaluable ambassador of the Museum’s mission and work. 

Web Summit was one of many talks and media appearances he made 
over the past year. Other highlights include the Glastonbury Festival 
in England and Cannes Lions in France. He has also appeared on Good 
Morning America, the Today Show and the Science Channel.



Team Intrepid's Reach In 2017, the Museum educated and inspired more than one million people—in New York City, at least. The  
institution’s innovative educational approach and hard-earned best practices traveled far beyond the ship’s  
steel hull. Staff members regularly attended conferences across the country to share their expertise. Here’s  
a snapshot of where the Museum made its mark in the past year. 

Photography by Erika Kapin
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Los Angeles, CA

San Diego, CA

Dallas, TX

Washington, DC

Princeton, NJ

Boston, MA

New York, NY

Westchester, NY

Saratoga Springs,  
NY

Las Vegas, NV

New Orleans, LA

Vancouver, BC 
Members of the Museum's collection team, Becky 
Bacheller and Ann Stegina, spoke to the Association 
of Registrars and Collections Specialists about 
balancing visitor access with the demands of 
historical preservation.

San Jose, CA 
At the Association of Science-Technology 
Centers Annual Conference, Julia Orr, Museum 
educator for out-of-school time programs, gave 
a presentation on the Museum’s Code Together 
program. Charlotte Martin, Museum educator 
for access programs, shared best practices 
for creating inclusive programs for individuals 
with disabilities. 

Phoenix, AZ 
Shihadah Saleem, senior 
educator for out-of-school time 
programs, encouraged diversity 
programming at the Women of 
Color STEM Entrepreneurship 
Conference. 

Austin, TX 
At the Kennedy Center’s Leadership  
Exchange in Arts and Disability  
Conference, staffers gave three talks  
about bringing arts programming to  
English language learners, immigrant  
communities and veterans with  
disabilities. 

St. Louis, MO 
Eight staff members presented at the  
American Alliance of Museums' Annual 
Meeting, covering topics such as creating a 
culture of evaluation and engaging a variety  
of diverse populations—including youth who 
are incarcerated and visitors who are blind.

Jacksonville, FL 
Curator of Aviation Eric Boehm 
gave an overview of the  
Museum at the semiannual 
meeting of the Association  
of Naval Aviators. 

Charleston, SC 
Senior Tour Guides Michael Murtagh 
and Dylan Cupolo attended the Historic 
Naval Ships Association Annual  
Conference to discuss the unique  
challenge of describing war at sea. 

Philadelphia, PA 
Multiple Museum representatives— 
AVP of Education and Evaluation Sheri 
Levinsky-Raskin, Coordinator of  
Research and Evaluation Marina Guiomar, 
Director of Museum Services Jennifer  
Fugina and Curator of History Jessica  
Williams—discussed the Museum’s  
programming  for individuals with autism  
at the Visitor Experience Conference. 

Minneapolis, MN 
Elaine Charnov, SVP of exhibits,  
education and programs,  
participated in a 20-person  
brainstorm to spur the National  
Endowment for the Humanities'  
Digital Storytelling Initiative. 
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Leaders & Legends

Games for Change 2017

Tessitura Learning & 
Community Conference 2017

National Afterschool  
Association Annual  
Convention

Collision Conference

Princeton University  
guest lecture

America Alliance of Museums 
Annual Meeting 
 
American Evaluation  
Association

Federation of State 
Humanities Council

NEH Meeting  
100k in 10 Annual Summit  
STEMINISM Conference  
OHMAR (Oral History in the  
Mid-Atlantic Region) Conference  
NYCMER (NYC Museum Educators  
Roundtable) Annual Conference

MANY (Museum Association of  
New York) Annual Conference

Childcare Council of 
Westchester Conference
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The Museum hosts an impressive roster of events 

throughout the year. The ship was the venue for the 9/11 

National Day of Service and Remembrance, when thousands 

of people packed more than 500,000 meals for those in 

need. The New York City Department of Education held its 

annual hackathon at the Museum: 250 middle school and 

high school students from all five boroughs participated 

in a daylong mobile app development challenge. A similar 

number of guests witnessed the 100K in10 Partner Summit, 

which showcased innovative work in STEM teaching. And the 

District 75 STEM Fair welcomed 900 individuals, including 

students, families, teachers and school chancellor Carmen 

Fariña, to see work created by 58 different schools serving 

students with disabilities.

Exceptional  
Events

Photos by Reist  Photography; John Paul Teutonico; Gary He

Andy Weir, the best-selling author of The 

Martian, is famously phobic of flying, so his 

appearance at the Museum to launch his 

second novel, Artemis, on his first trip to New 

York City, was a rare treat. Weir is one of many 

illustrious writers, speakers, scientists and 

experts who have headlined events at the 

Museum.  

Over the past year, NASA’s chief technologist, 

Douglas Terrier, gave a keynote address to 

teachers during a professional development 

workshop. Anup Singh, the co-founder and chief 

science officer of medical startup InnaMed, 

chatted with local middle schoolers. And 

General John F. Kelly spoke at the annual Salute 

to Freedom gala (see page 32)—just months 

before becoming White House Chief of Staff.  

 

The Museum positions speakers to offer more 

than just a reading or rote presentation. The 

book launch, for example, paired Weir with 

journalist Jeffrey Kluger, author of Apollo 8 and 

Apollo 13, for a lively conversation that pivoted 

seamlessly from the makeup of the Martian 

atmosphere to the challenges of writing in a 

woman’s voice.

Talks by 
Luminaries 
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The Museum’s collection contains more than 17,500 items,  and 
the physical environment for displaying these artifacts, films, 
photographs and paper materials is limited. Technological 
advances have offered alternative solutions, and the Museum has 
gladly embraced them. In 2017, the Museum launched content 
on Google Arts & Culture. The move online—jumpstarted by 
Museum trustees Frances Townsend and Denis Bovin—expands 
public access to the collection, the ship and all the stories behind it. 

Through the magic of Google Street View, anyone with an Internet 
connection can wander around the ship’s flight deck, hangar deck, 
flag bridge, navigation bridge and combat information center. 
Users can explore Growler, the Concorde and the Space Shuttle 
Pavilion and check out more than 100 objects representing the 
scope of the Museum’s collection—such as a Japanese flag signed 
by General Douglas MacArthur and a Thanksgiving menu from 
Intrepid. 

Getting on Board, Online
THE MUSEUM’S NEW ONLINE PRESENCE OFFERS ACCESS TO ANYONE, ANYWHERE

EXPLORE

Space Shuttle Pavilion  
Viewing Platform

EXPLORE 
Concorde G-BOAD

EXPLORE 
Submarine Growler 

Navigation Compartment

EXPLORE 
Aircraft Carrier Intrepid 

Flag Bridge Level

EXPLORE

Aircraft Carrier Intrepid’s 
Flight Deck

View of the Space Shuttle Pavilion on Google Arts & Culture.

Google Arts & Culture, created by 
Google Cultural Institute, also hosts the 
Museum’s first digital exhibition: On 
Liberty, At War: Intrepid’s Ports of Call 
during the Vietnam War. Photos, maps 
and text tell a story that complements 
the Ports of Call exhibition currently 
on display on the hangar deck (see page 
18). A second exhibition, about the 
supersonic British Airways Concorde, 
will follow in 2018. It will feature 
images, ephemera and explanations of 
the aerodynamic innovations that made 
the groundbreaking aircraft possible. 
The Museum will also begin offering a 
virtual field trip on Google Expedition, 
enabling teachers and their classes to see 

several hard-to-access ship spaces on a 
Google Cardboard viewer.

Elsewhere, the Museum has made its 
archives and oral histories accessible 
using the web application ArchivesSpace. 
Historians and members of the public 
can now view letters, memos, Intrepid 
newspapers, transcripts of oral histories 
and other artifacts online. “We always 
want people doing research to understand 
the depth of what we have,” says Curator of 
History and Collections Jessica Williams. 
“Some of it will never be displayed because 
it’s only compelling to interested parties. 
So this is ideal for those who want to dive 
deeper into our material.”

Open-Door Policy
The Museum is committed to 
removing barriers to accessing its 
exhibits and programs. It offers 
alternative programming for non-
traditional museumgoers and free 
entry for military service members, 
veterans, and students and faculty 
at CUNY. In April 2017, it became the 
first cultural institution in New York 
City to join Museums for All, a program 
started by the Institute of Museum 
and Library Services to provide free 
entry to electronic benefits transfer 
(EBT) cardholders and three family 
members. Its box office staff has been 
trained to recognize EBT cards from 
every state, ensuring easy entry for 
these visitors. 

Museum staffers reach out to 
community centers, libraries, 
settlement houses and support 
groups to publicize the opportunity. 
To this end, the Museum forged a 
partnership with Fountain House, 
which provides skill-building 
opportunities to adults with mental 
illness. Each month, the Museum 
gives a free guided tour to a Fountain 
House group before showing them 
how to get a free ticket with their EBT 
cards—so that they can come back on 
their own as often as they want.

Free admission for U.S. military and 
veterans is generously provided by Bank 
of America.

 This is ideal for those who want  
to dive deeper into our material.

—Jessica Williams, Curator of  
History and Collections

“ ”

View of the Growler navigation center on Google Arts & Culture.



When the city of New York celebrated the establishment of the 
Department of Veterans Services (DVS) in 2008, it was no surprise 
that veterans, their advocates and public officials found themselves 
on board Intrepid.  There, where more than 50,000 men had served 
since 1943, Mayor Bill de Blasio signed the agency’s creation into law. 

The setting was more than symbolic. 
For two decades, the Museum worked 
closely with DVS’s precursor, the 
Mayor’s Office of Veterans Affairs, to 
connect with local veterans and their 
families. This outreach was crucial. 
In a large city with only one active 
base, life can be particularly isolating 
for veterans, especially those recently 
returned. 

DVS has since ramped up services 
for military service members and 
their families. By harnessing a greater 
number of employees, it reaches a 
wider community and meets the 
diverse needs of veterans. DVS’s 
holistic and multilayered approach 
emphasizes education, artistic and cultural engagement, and  
community, making the Museum the perfect partner to support 
the agency’s grassroots efforts. The Museum’s contributions were 
on full display in 2017.

Over Memorial Day weekend, Theater of War Productions staged 
select scenes from Sophocles' Ajax and Philoctetes—ancient plays 
about the visible and invisible wounds caused by the violence 
of combat—on board the ship. The scenes were produced by 
Bryan Doerries, the city’s Public Artist in Residence, who was 
jointly appointed by DVS and the Department of Cultural 
Affairs. The evening began with a dramatic reading by actors 
Zach Grenier, Kathryn Erbe and the late Reg E. Cathey and was 
followed by a panel about the power of storytelling to reveal and 
share one another’s pain. It played out before an audience of 
veterans, community members and more than 50 active military 
personnel. Two of the actors returned to the Museum for Intrepid 
After Hours, a program exclusively for veterans. Their readings 
anchored a powerful group discussion among the participants.   
DVS Commissioner Loree K. Sutton, MD, Brigadier General, 

U.S. Army (Ret.), attended Theater of War’s performance, one 
of many programs and ceremonies she and her team attended at 
the Museum. In fact, after one of her staffers saw the Museum’s 
screening of American Veteran during the ReelAbilities Film 
Festival in March 2017, he recommended the agency host a 

screening of its own—at the Museum, 
of course. The documentary follows 
the experiences of an army sergeant 
who was paralyzed by an improvised 
explosive device in Afghanistan. 
The DVS screening, which included 
a panel discussion, was part of an 
initiative to support caregivers of 
veterans. 

In 2017, DVS joined the Museum’s 
new Council of Veteran Advisors, 
a concerted effort to include 
stakeholder voices in matters of public 
programming for service members. 
DVS’s deputy press secretary, Amine 
Moussaoui, is one of 12 advisors, 
who represent different service 
periods and branches. The Museum 

also ramped up its outreach to veterans on university campuses, 
in conjunction with DVS’s Veterans on Campus program, which 
engages veterans who are taking advantage of the GI Bill in New 
York City. The Museum has reached out to CUNY and other 
local schools, presenting itself to student veterans as a cultural 
institution excited to welcome them. 

DVS spreads the word about the Museum’s free programming for 
veterans, including Intrepid After Hours, Vet Video Chats and 
Military Family Programs. This partnership expands the Museum’s 
ability to connect with veterans—and connect veterans to each 
other. After attending a Military Family Program, one father, a 12-
year veteran of the Air Force, wrote, “I went initially because I 
knew my son would love it, and he did. But I also enjoyed just 
having some other military folks to visit with and discuss military 
life. My family is basically on an island in NYC. We don't know 
many military families. The event was just great. Thank you so 
much for putting it together.” 

Programs for veterans at the Intrepid Museum are generously supported by 

Professional Physical Therapy.

Building Bridges
THE MUSEUM THROWS ITS FULL SUPPORT BEHIND THE  

NYC DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS SERVICES
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Photo by Erika Kapin.

Commissioner Loree Sutton and World War II Intrepid former 
crew member Frank J. Doria.

Below and Beyond
There is so much to explore at the 
Museum, yet visitors are often 
curious about what they can’t 
see—specifically all the ship’s 
off-limits spaces. In 2018, they 
will get a chance to take a peek 
behind the scenes. The Museum 
will launch the Hard Hat Tour, 
which will allow visitors to venture 
into never-before-seen parts of 
the ship, including the emergency 
diesel generator, battle dressing 
stations and the sick bay. During 
the three-hour tour, a guide will 
explain just how this floating city 
worked and share crew members’ 
stories about these secret spots. 
Adults can top off the tour with 
a private party in the mess. And 
everyone will get to take their 
hard hat home. 

Staying Power
In 2017, the Museum took a leap toward greater sustainability. It completed 
replacing its heating and cooling system with a cogeneration plant, which will 
create a significantly smaller carbon footprint (and a 20 percent reduction 
in energy costs). The old plant, which stands at the end of Pier 86, was not 
efficient or flood-proof—a fact that proved debilitating for the Museum after 
Hurricane Sandy. The new plant sits on board the ship, between the third 
and fourth decks. Its reciprocating engines run on natural gas, and the 
waste generated by its energy production is used to heat and cool the ship. 
Public funding for the $6 million, three-year project came from the New York 
State Energy Research and Development Authority, the New York Economic 
Development Corporation and FEMA. The move will also free up 6,000 square 
feet on the pier once the old plant and its supporting wood piles are removed. 
The Museum has signed off on a design for that new open space, and its grand 
opening is set for late fall 2019. 
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Inside the cogen plant.

Photos of sick bay.

Exceeding Expectations
THE MUSEUM OPENED UP NEW SPACES WITH  

EXCITING POSSIBILITIES FOR VISITORS
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From the Collection

Harold Thune, 1944 Harold Thune, 2017

to Intrepid, Growler, the space shuttle 

Enterprise and the supersonic Concorde. 

These memories, conveyed in audiovisual 

elements throughout the Museum, bring 

the vessels to life. A grant of $150,000 

from the Institute of Museum and Library 

Services in 2016 allowed staffers to travel 

to Growler former crew members and 

interview them, and those tales will help 

shape the exhibition about the submarine 

opening in May 2018 (see page 35). 

Meanwhile, the trove of oral histories will 

continue to offer a rare opportunity for 

researchers, including students involved 

in the Museum’s educational programs, 

to hear the history of this country told by 

those who starred in it. 

 

The Intrepid Museum's Oral History Project 
is generously supported by James L. 
Nederlander. 

John George Thomas Jr. served on board Intrepid as a 
gunner’s mate from 1943 to 1946. One side of his  
suitcase pictures Intrepid with the phrase “Homeward 
Bound,” and the other side has a Corsair with a list of 
places that Intrepid visited in the Pacific.
Collection of the Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum. 
Gift of the family of John George Thomas Jr. 2017.48

(ABOVE) TYPE HERE

(RIGHT) TYPE HERE

Qualified submariners earned the dolphin pin. These dolphins—
the collection’s first set—were owned by Growler crew 
member and oral history participant Jack Gabler, who served 
as a sonarman third class from June 1963 until just after the 
submarine was decommissioned. Collection of the Intrepid Sea, 
Air & Space Museum. 2017.56.01 

The wife of Robert Owens, the last  
commanding officer of Growler,  
knitted these nose warmers as  

a joke gift for her husband,  
after realizing he would be  

on patrol for Christmas. 
(Several other officers’ wives 

did the same.) Mr. Owens, 
an oral history participant 

who died in April 2017, served
 on the submarine from 1960 to 1963.

Collection of the Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum. 2017.11

A Growing Trove 
 
After capturing the recollections of three World War II 

pilots and several men who served on Growler, the 

Museum reached an impressive milestone in 2017: 

150 oral histories. The new stories join an archive 

documenting the experiences of individuals connected 

Helen Smith Hoover (1896–1981), the 
wife of Admiral John H. Hoover and  
the sponsor of USS Intrepid, christened 
the ship on April 26, 1943, at the 
Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry 
Dock Company in Virginia. After the 
ceremony, a dockworker retrieved the 
bottles that had been discarded from 
the christenings that day, including 
the one wielded by Mrs. Hoover. Since 
then, those bottles have been passed 
on to friends and antique shops. 
Photographic evidence shows that this 
is the bottle that christened Intrepid. 
Collection of the Intrepid Sea, Air & 
Space Museum. 2017.19 

ARTIFACTS DONATED BY FORMER CREW MEMBERS AND THEIR FAMILIES GIVE THE 

MUSEUM’S CURATORS INVALUABLE INSIGHT. HERE ARE SOME FROM OUR COLLECTION:

Crew member Fred Lugar served as a radarman 
second class in the OI Division on board Intrepid  
from April 1967 to May 1968 during Intrepid ’s 
deployments to Vietnam. Mr. Lugar picked up this 
sake set consisting of one tokkuri and two sakazuki 
while on liberty in Japan.  They are in the style of 
Kutani ware, a type of Japanese porcelain. Collection 
of the Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum. Gift of RD2 
Fred Lugar. 2017.02.06a-c

Sol Kroll  was a frequent flier on board  
British Airways Concorde in the 1980s  
and 1990s. Items like luggage
tags were given to passengers as 
gifts, while other products were 
available for purchase as souvenirs. 
Collection of the Intrepid Sea, Air & 
Space Museum. Gift of the family 
of Ruth and Sol Kroll. 2017.29
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On Thursday, May 25, 2017, the Museum held its Salute to Freedom 
gala, an annual celebration of extraordinary service, innovation and 
inspiration in the middle of Fleet Week. General John F. Kelly, then the 
Secretary of Homeland Security, received the Intrepid Freedom Award. 
The Intrepid Salute Award recognized two distinguished corporate 
leaders: Chief Executive Officer Marc Holliday and President Andrew 
Mathias of SL Green Realty Corp. Kenneth Fisher, Bruce Mosler and 
Martin Edelman co-chaired the event, which raised a record-breaking 
$3.2 million and hosted more than 1,200 guests, including prominent 
individuals from the business, education, government, science and 
military communities and former crew members of Intrepid and Growler. 

A Toast to 
Service &  

Innovation

FIRST ROW (LEFT TO RIGHT): 2017 Intrepid Freedom Award honoree General John F. 
Kelly and Intrepid Museum board co-chairman Bruce Mosler; Intrepid former crew 
members Neal O'Connor, Michael Hallahan, Joe Litchauer, Michael Horvath, Dick 
Mills; Julia Malifrando and Greg Olsen; Richard and Nardyne Cattani; Patricia and 
Alex Velaj and Lynda Kennedy.

SECOND ROW (LEFT TO RIGHT): Board member Mark Lapidus and guest; board  
co-chairman Kenneth Fisher and Tammy Fisher. 
 
THIRD ROW (LEFT TO RIGHT): Board co-chairmen Kenneth Fisher and Bruce Mosler with 
Commissioner Loree Sutton; board member Martin Edelman and 2017 Intrepid Salute 
Award honorees Andrew Mathias and Marc Holliday.

FOURTH ROW (LEFT TO RIGHT): Board member Gerry Byrne and Elizaeth Byrne; Danina 
Fisher and board member Steven Fisher; Terry Bovin and board member Denis Bovin 
with guests; Teresa and Leslie Scott.

Photography by Erika Kapin and John-Paul Teutonico.

NEW
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For the past few years, Museum curators have traveled the country 
to collect oral histories from the men who served on USS Growler, 
the Cold War–era submarine that has been one of the most popular 
exhibits at the Museum since joining the collection in 1989. Those 
recollections, along with supporting artifacts, photos and film 
footage, will be part of a dynamic exhibition that contextualizes 
this vessel in the history of the Cold 
War. A View from the Deep: The 
Submarine Growler & the Cold War 
will open in May 2018 to mark the 
60th anniversary of the submarine’s 
commissioning.  

Commissioned in 1958, Growler 
was the United States’ early iteration 
of a covert missile platform. Armed 
with Regulus I cruise missiles, 
Growler patrolled the east coast 
of the Soviet Union from 1960 to 
1964. It was operated by a crew of 
90 men, all volunteers, who stood 
ready to fire at any moment, hoping 
that order would never come. Its 
role in the Cold War, a conflict that 
defined the second half of the 20th 
century and still colors headlines 
today, makes it a useful lens to 
explore the wider historical, political 
and technological landscape. 

Only a percentage of Museum 
visitors can enter Growler, which is 
inaccessible to visitors with mobility 
challenges and families with small children. This new exhibition, 
which will be housed in a large structure on Pier 86, right next to 
the submarine, will be free and accessible to all. It will include three 
multisensory installations to fully engage visitors: a 3D model of 
the submarine, an immersive experience simulating the sounds and 
vibrations the crew would have sensed on board, and an interactive 
exhibit on sonar technology.

A series of programs will deepen the impact of the exhibition. In 
June, the Museum will screen Dr. Strangelove, Stanley Kubrick's 

classic satire about nuclear-war plans run amok. Afterward, David 
Denby, staff writer and former film critic for New Yorker, and 
James M. Lindsay, senior vice president of the Council on Foreign 
Relations, will discuss its renewed relevance today. On another 
evening, jazz legend Randy Weston and Professor Robert O'Meally 
of Columbia University’s Center for Jazz Studies will discuss the 

Jazz Ambassadors and Cold War–
era diplomacy, focusing on the 
period between 1954 and 1968 
when the U.S. Department of 
State sent celebrated jazz musicians 
abroad. Wycliffe Gordon and His 
International All Stars will perform 
music from the era, in a concert 
reimagined as it may have taken 
place behind the Iron Curtain. 

The Museum will also host a 
prestigious summer institute for 
teachers, funded by the National 
Endowment for the Humanities. 
The Cold War through the 
Collections of the Intrepid Museum 
will invite 25 middle school and 
high school history and science 
teachers from around the country 
to become immersed in the era. 
Over the course of two weeks, 
Museum staff and scholars from 
Stanford University and George 
Washington University will lead 
informative sessions exploring the 
historical context of technological 

innovation. Teachers will conduct their own research, using the 
Museum’s artifacts and oral histories. The goal of the institute is to 
deepen their understanding of the era and increase their confidence 
to explore the subject thoroughly, critically and engagingly in their 
classrooms. 

These projects would not be possible without the support of many funders, 
including the Institute of Museum and Library Services, National Endowment 
for the Humanities and the New York State Council on the Arts. Rehabilitation 
of Growler was supported in part by National Maritime Heritage Grant funding 
from the National Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, administered 
by the NYS Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation.

Looking Ahead: A Deeper Dive

When Intrepid entered service in 1943, it began a long and remarkable 
journey. The ship launched into years of battle, transporting more 
than 3,000 men into the Pacific, into the teeth of World War II. It 
continued serving in the Cold War, Space Race and Vietnam War, as 
a floating city at sea for generations of sailors. And after 31 years of 
service, Intrepid took up a new post—as a world-class history and 
science museum, hosting more than a million visitors a year. 

In 2018, the 75th anniversary of Intrepid’s commissioning, this 
impressive tenure will be commemorated in proper fashion—with 
special programs, events and rich new content celebrating the history 
and legacy of the ship. The pop-up exhibition Intrepid A to Z will 
include an alphabet of never-before-seen artifacts, accompanied 
by commentary by former crew members, veterans and curators. 
A monthly video series will feature staff members, former crew 
members and friends of the Museum, who will share their thoughts 

on Intrepid ’s legacy. And a new talk and tour will reveal more stories 
of ingenuity and service, offering an in-depth look at life on the 
ship. 

A highlight of the yearlong celebration will be a weekend of festivities 
from Thursday, August 16, to Sunday, August 19, when more than 
300 former crew members and their families will reunite in New York 
City. The weekend will include a formal commissioning ceremony 
and dinner, talks and tours, a Seats of Honor Ceremony specifically 
for those who served on board, and dedicated spaces for former crew 
members to share their experiences with the public. Speakers will 
include Admiral John M. Richardson, Chief of Naval Operations, and 
Richard V. Spencer, Secretary of the Navy. The Museum looks forward 
to welcoming the former crew members home, to honor their role in 
this ship’s extraordinary past and spark excitement about its continued 
impact on generations to come. 

Looking Forward:  
75 Years of Service

Growler in 1961.

Intrepid at sea in 1945..

THE MUSEUM WILL CELEBRATE THE 75TH ANNIVERSARY OF  
INTREPID’S COMMISSIONING THROUGHOUT 2018

A BIGGER, BETTER AND FULLY ACCESSIBLE EXHIBITION  
ON GROWLER LAUNCHES IN 2018
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CONDENSED SUMMARY OF CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES
These statements are summarized and excerpted from the audited financial statements. A complete set of audited financial statements is available at intrepidmuseum.org

OPERATING REVENUE AND SUPPORT        FY 2017                    FY 2016 

OPERATING EXPENSES: PROGRAM EXPENSES            

NET ASSETS                                  

ASSETS                                   

OPERATING EXPENSES: SUPPORTING EXPENSES                       

Admissions and memberships                          $20,971,775       $18,160,989

Contributions and grants                             $3,161,208         $3,513,186

Sponsor income                            323,331               292,372

Special event revenue (net costs of direct benefits)        1,201,275               949,450

Rental income, net           3,034,781            2,794,861

Auxiliary activities           4,074,265           3,501,004

Investment return designated for operations            686,510               631,000

TOTAL OPERATING REVENUE AND SUPPORT EXPENSES                       $33,453,145     $29,842,862

Education                               $5,052,725                              $4,640,800

Exhibits and visitor services                             18,909,920         16,780,798

Public programs                                2,003,299           1,584,150

Other mission-related program support             148,417               129,424

TOTAL PROGRAM EXPENSES                          $26,114,361      $23,135,172

Beginning of year                           $72,454,764       $74,749,874

END OF YEAR                          $73,385,610     $72,454,764

Cash and cash equivalents                             $9,985,925         $9,400,134

Pledges receivables, net                                2,498,657            2,977,531

Grants and other receivable          1,938,677           1,389,567

Prepaid expenses and other assets               94,894               286,847

Investments in marketable securities, at fair value                           26,604,186         23,990,233

Fixed assets, net                              55,391,753          58,985,115

TOTAL ASSETS                          $96,514,092      $97,029,427

LIABILITIES                                  

NET ASSETS                                  

Accounts payable and other liabilities                            $8,241,728              $9,476,375

Deferred revenue           3,813,222            2,103,178

Capitalized lease obligation            926,865                                     206,742

Notes payable - lines of credit                              3,725,000          6,225,000

Loan payable                                6,421,667           6,563,368

TOTAL LIABILITIES                          $23,128,482                           $24,574,663

Unrestricted                            $44,237,271     $45,342,822

Temporarily restricted          6,863,079           4,962,782

Permanently restricted                             22,285,260         22,149,160

TOTAL NET ASSETS                          $73,385,610     $72,454,764
 
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS                                 $96,514,092      $97,029,427

General and administrative                              $3,127,853          $3,219,635

Fundraising            1,657,142           1,773,835

TOTAL SUPPORTING EXPENSES                              4,784,995                  4,993,470
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES                           30,899,356        28,128,642
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUE AND SUPPORT IN EXCESS OF TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES                         2,553,789           1,714,220
NON-OPERATING REVENUE, EXPENSES AND OTHER SUPPORT                                     
Contributions and capital grants          1,798,491           4,526,034

Capital depreciation and amortization expense                           (5,333,474)       (5,022,285)

Contract settlements, net                 ---       (2,492,609)

Gain (loss) on disposal of fixed assets                ---                 (7,267)

Investment return in excess of spend rate                               1,912,040       (1,013,203)

TOTAL NON-OPERATING REVENUE AND OTHER EXPENSES                     $(1,622,943)    $(4,009,330)
CHANGE IN NET ASSETS                                $930,846     $(2,295,110)

CONDENSED SUMMARY OF CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN NET ASSETS

CONDENSED SUMMARY OF CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

These statements are summarized and excerpted from the audited financial statements. A complete set of audited financial statements is available at intrepidmuseum.org.

These statements are summarized and excerpted from the audited financial statements. A complete set of audited financial statements is available at intrepidmuseum.org.
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Member Highlight: The Harkins-Mirchandani Family

Five years ago, Elaine Harkins took her kids to the Museum just 
looking for some weekend fun. What they found was something more 
meaningful: a way to keep alive the memory of Elaine’s father, the 
grandfather her children never met. 

As a child, Elaine spent many afternoons in her dad’s plane. Because 
of those flights with Jim Harkins—who served as an enlisted staff 
sergeant in World War II—she too has a pilot’s license, and her 
13-year-old son, Aidan, is already learning to fly. 

For a family with such a passion for aviation, the Museum held 
tremendous appeal, and that visit was the first of many. They come 
to Family Astronomy Nights—the pop-up planetarium is a family 
favorite—and the kids never tire of the flight simulator. During a tour 
of the Concorde, nine-year-old Megan had a blast sitting “in Princess 
Diana’s seat.” Aidan and three friends celebrated his 10th birthday with a sleepover on the hangar deck. “They woke us by playing reveille out of 
the speaker right over my dad’s head,” he says. “It was hilarious.” His favorite part of the night was watching a movie about World War II planes. 

After learning about the Museum’s Seats of Honor program, Aidan suggested that the family sponsor a seat in his grandpa’s name. The proposal 
touched and surprised Elaine—Aidan knew her dad only through the stories she told. A few years later, Aidan stood in the Museum’s theater and 
shared stories about his grandpa with a crowd of people. They were gathered there for the unveiling of a seat dedicated to his grandpa, donated 
by his mother and her siblings. 

It is now the first stop of every family visit. “Whenever we come, we race over and sit for a while,” Elaine says. “Someday I know my kids will bring 
their kids to see that seat, and because of it, an important connection is going to live on.” 

Intern Highlights: Marvin Wicks & Jonathan Wapnick

In 2016, the Museum received a three-year grant from the FAR Fund to support internships 
for two people with autism. The Museum partnered with Birch Family Services’ New Frontier 
Program, a job-support agency, to recruit and coach Jonathan and Marvin. Today, they 
continue to thrive in their roles. 

“It completely changed my life,” says Jonathan, who works 12 hours a week as a data entry 
specialist for the Museum, inputting feedback from visitor surveys. Jonathan has honed 
several skills—including finding ways to engage strangers and get them to fill out those 
surveys. He has learned a lot about the Museum along the way, enough to point visitors 
in the right direction when they ask. His favorite part of the job, without a doubt, is his 
coworkers, and his favorite part of the Museum is the aircraft collection. “Whenever I 
tell people that I work at the Intrepid Museum, they say that is so cool,” he says. “Next, I 
want to get a full-time position.”

Marvin is an inventory specialist for the Education Department. He tracks and prepares 
program materials and uses spreadsheets to monitor supplies, which can be tricky, 
given that educators follow different inventorying procedures. Marvin appreciates 
the routine and the steady paycheck. When he first came to the Museum, it seemed 
massive to him, but now that he has explored every corner—from the tight quarters of 
the submarine Growler to the luxe interior of the Concorde—the campus is manageable 
and familiar to him. “Before the internship, I was kind of wandering around, struggling to 
find work,” he said. “This has given me a purpose.” 

Marvin's and Jonathan's salaries are generously provided by The FAR Fund. Museum interns Marvin (above) and Jonathan (below).

The Harkins-Mirchandani family.
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Staff Highlight: Jacey McHenry

When Jacey McHenry was considering the transition to civilian 
life, some of her U.S. Navy higher-ups suggested pursuing work 
as a secretary or maybe a cashier. But after 20-hour days spent 
launching planes off the catapult or fixing them in her role as a 
structural mechanic, she wasn’t ready to leave aviation behind. A 
posting at the veterans recruiting center—for a position restoring 
aircraft at the Museum—was instantly intriguing. Plus, her 
husband had just been restationed in New Jersey. “It was a match 
made in heaven,” McHenry says.

One year later, she is halfway through her primary project: 
returning an A-1 Skyraider to its original glory. This World War II–era, 
piston-engine aircraft once took off from Intrepid’s flight deck. By 
the time it joined the Museum’s collection, it was so corroded that 
it crumbled at the slightest touch. McHenry and the team are in the 
process of patching things up with replica parts that they  created 
from metal and composite. She has also crafted complex parts, like 
the trailing edges of the ailerons on the wings. 

McHenry’s military experience comes in handy when she gives 
demonstrations to school children who come to learn about the 
work done in the Aircraft Restoration Hangar. She explains what 
the various plane parts do, and she shares stories about her time 
at sea. Not many people have launched aircraft off flight decks. 
“And definitely not a lot of women,” she says. 

Intrepid may be older and part of a different class, but it shares 
plenty of similarities with the three carriers on which McHenry 
served. Even going up and down the ladder wells and through 
the hatches brings back memories for her. “I’ve learned so much 
here,” McHenry says. “Hearing the stories of sailors who served 
on Intrepid is like stepping back into history, and it reminds me of 
my own time in service. I walk through the hangar deck and can 
picture the hustle and bustle of shipboard life again.” 

She gives as good as she gets. McHenry is an invaluable resource 
for fellow Museum employees who want to learn more about the 
nuances of an aircraft carrier or the experience of service. All 
agree that the Skyraider isn’t the only part of this Museum better 
off because she’s on board. 
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Donor Highlight:  Craig Newmark 

At a luncheon years ago, Craig Newmark, the founder of Craigslist, 
was seated next to a former soldier. “Suddenly it made sense that 
I should get behind veterans,” he says. “If they were willing to risk 
a bullet protecting me, I figured I should try to return the favor in 
some small way.”

Veterans and military families have been one of the four priorities 
of Craig Newmark Philanthropies ever since. In 2011, he began 
supporting the Museum’s programs for veterans, which now 
serve more than 3,000 veterans and service members each year 
as part of the Veterans Access Initiative. At his invitation, the 
Museum has also participated in Newmark’s American Heroes 
Charity Challenge, a friendly fundraising competition among 
organizations that serve veterans, active duty military personnel 
and first responders. 

Another cause close to Newmark’s heart is supporting women 
in technology. In 2017, Newmark began contributing to GOALS 
(Greater Opportunities Advancing Leadership and Science) 
for Girls, the Museum’s yearlong program aimed at increasing 
the presence of women in STEM fields. “Women are vastly 
underrepresented in these arenas," Newmark says. "Encouraging 
and enabling more young women to pursue science and 
engineering is vital to this country's ability to innovate and stay 
competitive."

Beyond Newmark’s generous support of two of the Museum’s 
signature programs, Newmark speaks fondly about visiting the 
Museum. He is quick to talk about the time he got to meet George 
Takei while taking in Star Trek: The Starfleet Academy Experience 
at the launch party. He plans to return—many more times—so 
that he can share all the other wonders of the Museum with his 
21 nieces and nephews.  “Enterprise and a submarine in one 
place? That’s a peak experience for a 10-year-old.”
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THANK YOU
The Intrepid Museum thanks our dedicated volunteers between Jan. 1, 2017, and Dec.31, 2017.
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Volunteer Highlight: Gerry Lotenberg

The captain's bridge is Gerry Lotenburg’s regular post on 
Intrepid. Wearing his World War II vet cap, he stands next 
to a photo of him taken over 70 years ago, proud in his 
uniform, and talks to visitors about his service.  

Gerry enlisted in the U.S. Navy in 1943, when he was 
just 17. He served at the naval air base in Guam, fixing 
radios, radar and identification friend or foe—the 
transmitter that made the difference between American 
pilots getting shot down or back to their ship safely. He 
also did a six-week tour on USS Hancock, a sister ship 
of Intrepid. He remembers loving the food, especially 
the ice cream parlor, the movies they saw before the 
public did, and the boxing and basketball matches on 
the aircraft elevators. “What I didn’t like was knowing 
you might never return home,” he says, pausing for 
a moment. “And the beds. God, those beds were so 
uncomfortable.”

Gerry served until 1946. He went to college on the GI 
Bill, worked as a CPA and retired when he was 89. For 
his 90th birthday, his family hosted a surprise party on 
Intrepid. “Where else would Dad want to have a party?” 
his son told guests, who flew in from across the country 
to celebrate. 

He began volunteering at the Museum in 2015. “The ship 
puts me back in touch with my youth,” he says. “I’ve met 
so many great guys—other volunteers—by being here.”

He shares stories that draw from a lifetime of firsthand 
experience and learning. He started reading history 
the day Germany invaded Poland, and today he takes 
courses at New York University and Columbia. When a 
visitor asked about the Battle of Midway, he began by 
saying, “It was a battle we were supposed to lose, but 
luck and tactics turned it around.” 

His insights make him more than a gripping storyteller—
he is a gifted teacher of history.   

And here at the Museum, he has many enthusiastic 
students. Steady streams of visitors stop to talk, take 
photos with him and shake his hand. After a big group 
passes, he laughs to himself. "Maybe this is why I 
volunteer here," he says. "Where else am I going to get 
this kind of attention?"
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